HPE Small Business Solutions for Remote Workers

The current health crisis has resulted in a global slowdown, affecting small and mid-sized businesses (SMBs). Now more than ever, SMBs have to adapt to new remote work practices. To help your remote workforce get up and running quickly, HPE offers remote access to on-premises resources using VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure).

A PRIMER ON VIRTUAL DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE (VDI)

Note that you’ve chosen VDI—now is the right time to organize the right balance with HPE Small Business Solutions. These packages go beyond just the hardware of the software products, and prove HPE Project Options you need to succeed.

HPE Small Business Solutions:
• Provides compelling availability, business continuity, and fault tolerance
• Offers cloud-based data recovery solutions built on HPE ProLiant Gen10 servers—the world’s most secure industry-standard servers
• Comes in a variety of configurations, right-sized for healthcare offices, retail stores, startups, and other businesses
• Ensures validation of every solution to avoid surprises

BOOST YOUR REMOTE PRODUCTIVITY

EMPOWER YOUR REMOTE WORKFORCE

If you are using Windows Server at office, consider the embedded Remote Desktop Service (RDS). It’s a great fit for simple desktop applications such as Microsoft Office and Outlook and you can set it up right away.

Enable business continuity with flexible financing.

HPE Small Business Solutions:
• Provides outstanding reliability, availability, business continuity, and fault tolerance
• Offers one-stop shop for complete solutions built on HPE ProLiant Gen10 servers—the world’s most secure industry-standard servers
• Comes in a variety of configurations, right-sized for healthcare offices, retail stores, startups, and other businesses
• Ensures validation of every solution to avoid surprises

1 Based on third-party penetration tests on cybersecurity of HPE Gen10 servers and three other leading server competitors, September 2019

LEARN MORE AT hpe.com/info/smbsolutions
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Transition to remote work the right way with HPE Small Business Solutions that enable remote access to on-premises resources using VDI.
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Services to get you started quickly

Transition to remote work the right way with HPE Small Business Solutions that enable remote access to on-premises resources using VDI.
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With HPE, evolving to hybrid cloud is easy.

With HPE, evolving to hybrid cloud is easy.

With HPE, evolving to hybrid cloud is easy.

With HPE, evolving to hybrid cloud is easy.

Simplify operations and educate IT staff with HPE Pointnext Services. Reduce time spent on operational tasks with HPE ProLiant Gen10 servers, and improve IT reliability with HPE Foundation Care, HPE Education Services, and others.

HPE Financial Services (HPSF) is committed to helping you maintain a smooth business transition. Protect your budget while helping ensure business continuity with HPE Financial Services program.

COPING WITH AN ENVIRONMENT OF PERSUASIVE UNCERTAINTY

EMPOWER YOUR REMOTE WORKFORCE

If you are using Windows Server at office, consider the embedded Remote Desktop Service (RDS). It’s a great fit for simple desktop applications such as Microsoft Office and Outlook and you can set it up right away.

A PRIMER ON VIRTUAL DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE (VDI)

The current health crisis has resulted in a global slowdown, affecting small and mid-sized businesses (SMB) more acutely. Many SMBs have embraced remote work and virtual collaboration to weather the storm. But supporting remote work can present unforeseen challenges. You need to be sure you can provide the reliability and performance your employees need to be productive while keeping things simple for IT and ensuring you protect sensitive data.

HPE Small Business Solutions are tested, customized, and validated for on-premises and hybrid cloud use cases with Windows Server 2019 and Microsoft Azure Cloud Services. Simply extend your solution to hybrid cloud for additional disaster recovery options with cloud services from Microsoft Azure or a managed service provider.

For the latest in cybersecurity, visit hpe.com/security

HPE Financial Services (HPSF) is committed to helping you maintain a smooth business transition. Protect your budget while helping ensure business continuity with HPE Financial Services program.

Services to get you started quickly

Transition to remote work the right way with HPE Small Business Solutions that enable remote access to on-premises resources using VDI.

LEARN MORE AT hpe.com/info/smbsolutions